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Let A be any n • n positive definite matrix and B any n • n non-negative definite matrix. In an 
earlier paper, it was shown that for each n there is a real number t, > 2 such that if t < t,, then 
the solution X of the matrix equation 
A2X+XA2+tAXA =B 
is non-negative definite. For n = 2, t 2 = oo; and for n = 3, t 3 = 8. In this report we show that 
t 4 = 4, t 5 < 3'02048507, t~< 2.62120330, t 7< 2.41771665 and t s < 2.29972483. 
1. Introduction 
Many people do not think very highly of computer-aided proofs. However, when a more 
tradit ional  proof  is not accessible, computer aid is then the only option. In many cases (as 
in the present case), it does not provide a complete solution. Nevertheless, it does settle 
some of our guesses and provide some basis for further guesses. Perhaps someone can see a 
pattern in the results established so far and thus put forth a conjecture that may eventual ly  
be confirmed. 
In  our case, we have a problem that involves too much computat ion that, wi thout  
further insight, it is difficult to pursue by the tradit ional  pen-and-paper  approach.  We 
hope that results obtained in this paper can provide some initial insight to what  may 
eventual ly be the perfect theorem. 
Al though our problem can be easily formulated in terms of the checking of the posit iv i ty 
of certain determinants, even the computer needed help with a mere 5 x 5 matr ix whose 
elements are rat ional  expressions in two variables. Various steps to simplify certain 
intermediate r sults had to be added in the program, and new strategies had to be used as 
the investigation progressed. 
In  this report we describe our experience in using the algebraic manipulat ion languages 
REDUCE and MAPLE on a VAX 11/780 to help us obtain part ia l  results for a prob lem 
concerning the positivity of the solution of some Hermit ian matrix equations. Init ial  
investigations of smaller matrices, up to 6 x 6, were carried out using REDUCE,  and  were 
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reported in Kwong (1987). Later, the results were duplicated using MAPLE, and the 
investigation continued to the larger matrices. There were two reasons for using both 
REDUCE and MAPLE. One reason was to compare the two languages. The other was 
that MAPLE has some linear algebra features that we found useful when studying the 
larger matrices and that were not available in REDUCE. 
In section 2, we include listings of the MAPLE programs used to find the upper bounds. 
In section 3 we give results for the value of t, obtained using REDUCE. Most of these 
results have been stated in Kwong (1988) without proof. Here, however, we provide 
the details of the proofs. In particular, we give the computer listings for each problem. 
Additionally, rather than simply repeating the successes, we discuss the difficulties we 
encountered and the techniques we used to overcome those difficulties. We adopt the 
following notation: 
H: the set of all n x n Hermitian matrices with possibly complex entries. 
Hp: the set of all positive definite Hermitian matrices. 
Ha: the set of all non-negative s mi-definite Hermitian matrices. 
Ho: the set of singular non-negative s mi-definite Hermitian matrices, H~-Hp. 
A well-known result by Lyapunov (1907) states that if A ~ Hp, B eH, then the Lyapunov 
equation 
AX + XA = B (1.1) 
has a unique solution X which must be Hermitian. If, in addition, B s H~, then we have 
X s H~. Under this additional condition a necessary and sufficient condition for X e Hp is 
no vector in the null space of B is an eigenvector f A. (1.2) 
For a simple proof of this result, see Chart & Kwong (1985), which also contains further 
references on the subject. 
In Kwong (1988}, it is proved that this result can be extended, in the case of 2 x 2 
matrices, to the equation 
AzX + XA 2 + tAXA = B, (1.3) 
where t is a real scalar in the interval (--2, oo). 
It is surprising that the same is true for 3 x 3 matrices only when t has value in thefinite 
interval ( -  2, 8]. The value 8 is the best possible in the sense that if t > 8, then there is 
always a pair of matrices A sl ip and B~H~, for which the solution X of (1.3) is not 
non-negative s mi-definite. 
The proofs for these two results are by brute force. When the dimension of the matrices 
is higher than 3, the pen-and-paper approach is no longer feasible, as the computations 
become excessively complicated. An interesting topological argument is used to give a 
partial result for general dimensions. 
THEOREM 1. Let A ~ Hp, B e H, and t ~ ( -  2, 2]. Then (for all dimensions n), the solution X of 
(1.3) must be in H a. 
The proof of Theorem 1 actually shows that for each value of n > 2, the interval ( -2,  2] 
can be extended to a maximal one (--2, t,]. In this report, we determine the value t, to be 
4 and give upper bounds for the values ts, t6, tv, and ta. The method epends on another 
theorem proved in Kwong (1988). 
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THEOREM 2. Let oq . . . . .  ~, be distinct positive constants. Then t e(-- 2, t J  if and only if for all 
such choices of constants, the following determinant is positive: 
A = det ([e2 + ay + taicg] - 1)i.~ = 1,2 ....... > 0. (1.4) 
Furthermore,/./'(1.4) is true for some value t, then it is true for all t s ( -2 ,T l .  
Thus, to find an upper bound for t,, we need to produce a choice of distinct at and aT for 
which the determinant in (1.4) is negative. On the other hand, to prove that an upper 
bound 7 is in fact t,,, we need to show that for all choices of distinct % the above 
determinant (with ~ in place of t) is positive. 
Theorem 1, as established in Kwong (1988), includes the assertion that a necessary 
and sufficient condition for X to be in Hp is (1.2). Whether this is true when te(2, t,,] and 
n > 3 is still an open question. Based on the numerical evidence, we venture to conjecture 
that 
lim t, = 2. 
~1~c0 
2. Upper Bounds for t~ 
We make the choices 
a i=  l+( i -1 )c ,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (2.1) 
with 
c > 0. (2.2) 
The determinant A in (1.4) is then a rational function in c and t, the denominator being the 
product of the denominators of all the elements, namely, l-[ [a~+a2+tcqc~] 9 The 
numerator is then a polynomial in c and t. It has a factor c "{'-1~. Let us denote the 
remaining factor by 
numerator of A 
P(c, t) = c,,(,_1) , (2.3) 
which is again a polynomial in c and t. Since c > 0, the sign of A is the same as the sign of 
P(c, t). We will regard P(c, t) as arranged in descending powers of c with polynomials in t 
as coefficients. If we take the limit as c-~ 0, P(c, t) approaches the value of its "constant" 
term (the term that involves only t). Thus, for h to remain positive for all choices of c > 0, 
this constant term must be non-negative. Therefore, we have arrived at an inequality that t 
must satisfy in order to be smaller than t,. Solving this will yield an upper bound for t,,. 
Let us examine the case n = 4 in more detail. The following MAPLE program was run. 
The line numbers are added for reference and are not part of the program. 
with(linalg,det): 
X:=array(l..4,1..4): 
d:=array(i..4): 
for i from i to 4 do 
for i from i to 4 do 
X[i,j] :=i/(d[i]*d[i] + 
d[i]:=l+(i-l)*c od: 
for j from i to 4 do 
d[j]*d[j] + t*d[i]*d[j]) 
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7. od od: 
8 delta:--det (X) : 
9 n: =numer (delta)  ; 
10 nO 9 =normal (n /c**  12) : 
II n0 : =co l lec t  (n0, c) : 
i 2  n0 : =subs (c=0,n0) : 
13 n0 :=factor (n0)  ; 
Statements ending with a semicolon will have their results of computation displayed on 
the screen. Ending a statement with a colon suppresses this display. The first instruction 
declares that we will be using the built-in determinant function in the linear algebra 
package of MAPLE. Line 2 declares X to be a 4 x 4 matrix so that matrix operations can 
be applied to it. The next line declares d to be an array which, however, is not considered 
by MAPLE to be a 4 x 1 matrix. For instance, it cannot be multiplied as a vector by a 
matrix. To be able to do so, it must be declared as a 4 x 1 matrix, and each of its elements 
has to be referred to by its two indices, such as d(1, 1), d(1, 2). Since we have no need to 
apply any matrix operation to d, we prefer the shorter notation offered by an array. The 
next line contains a loop which assigns values to d(i), a notation we use instead of cq. Lines 
5-7 form a loop that defines the elements of the matrix X used to find A. Line 8 computes 
the determinant of X. The "numer" operator in line 9 extracts the numerator of the 
determinant of X. The next line takes n from line 9, divides it by c 1~, and has MAPLE 
simplify the result. Line 11 collects coefficients of like powers of c. Line 12 then substitutes 
0 for c, to obtain the coefficient of the term with lowest power of c. The last line gives the 
final answer in factored form. We then expect o be able to find the desired upper bound 
on t for which nO remains positive. 
The output we obtained (with unimportant lines deleted) is reproduced below. 
****************************************************** 
MAPLE 4.0 
24 4 3 2 
n := 10368.c  * (  - 18 . t  + 36 . t  + 792. t  + 2195. t  + 1800)  + 3458*  
23 5 4 3 2 
c * (  - lgS* t  - 198 . t  + 9900"t  + 49705*4  + 89654"t  + 58520)  
22 6 5 4 3 
+ 576"c  * (  - 2385 ' t  - lg314*t  + 12078 ' t  + 536868 ' t  + 
2 21 8 
1967819. t  + 2902816. t  + 1670644)  + 1728.c  * (36 .~ - 604T*  
iiii~/ ~ ii i/i 
i ii 84 !i! 84 
ii ~ii i  i~iii 
i ~ i i i  
iii i~ii iiiii~/ 
~ i~i ~ !~ i/il 
i(/~)ill ~!iiiiill 
~i ~ ~ii i 
~ii~ii!//i~i ~ ?~ ~!il 
iii ~i/ii i iiii~ i 
i ii / 
iii I ~iiiiii ~ i I 
ii / i 
iii ~ ;~i(ii~/i/! 
ii ~ / i 
/ ~ ii~i~i i i I 
~i~ii~/i/i/i ~i I 
i i i i  
/ i /  iiiii 
i/i ~ii ~ ii 
~il ~I!)~II i!~i~ 
~! i ~!~ ~i/ii i~ ii 
(L  i l l  
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t - 33616*t  + 32328*t  + 718264*t  + 2232626*t  + 2910952*  
20 8 6 S 
+ 1422344)  + 144.c  * (2376*t  - 235177.~ - 1087760*t  + 
4 3 2 
1211040*t  + 19950808*t  + 55805428. t  + 66867536*t  + 
19 B 6 5 
30376336)  + 5184.c  * (157*t  - 11989*t  - 49558*t  + 59636*  
4 3 2 I8  
t + 823472. t  + 2140944. t  + 2413984. t  + 1039040)  + 288.c  
8 6 6 4 3 
* (3816*t  - 249818*t  - 958860.~ + 12 i0336.~ + 14892928*t  + 
2 I7  8 
36744144.t + 39618752*t  + 16376704)  + 1728.c  * (537*t  - 
6 B 4 3 2 
31899*t  - 116356*t  + 161624*t  + 1725696*t  + 4 i00176*t  
I6  8 6 
+ 4278080.~ + 1715712)  + 144.c  * (3534*t  - 197193*t  - 
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~i~  ilii~ i i!!~ 
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i /  i 
)i/?:(i!i~ 
~iil ~ ~i~ ~ii/i 
~i ~i I i 
~)/ i i i i  
ii ii i 
i ~ ~ 
~iii~ ~ ~ 
i ii i i/ / 
i iii ii ii i ii i 
6 4 3 2 
695128*t  + 924904*t  + 9986400*t  + 23103856*t  + 23543552*  
18 8 8 6 4 
t + 9235968)  + 8640.c  * (21*t  - 1127*t  - 3886*t  + 6240*t  
3 2 14 
+ 64672. t  + i24240. t  + 124s  + 48128)  + 288~c * (141 '  
8 6 5 4 3 2 
t - 7402*t  - 25196.1 ;  + 34240*t  + 350112*t  + 787040*t  
13 8 6 5 
+ 781376*t  + 299008)  + 5184.c  * ( t  - 52* t  - 176*t  + 240*  
4 3 2 12 8 
t + 2432*t  + 5440*t  + 5376*t  + 2048)  + 288.c  * ( t  - 52*  
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6 5 4 3 :2 
t; - 176 , t ;  + 240.~;  + 2432, t  + 54 .40 , t  
6 
nO := 288.(t + 2) *(g - 4)*(t - 8) 
+ 5376.t + 2048)  
****************************************************** 
We included the entire numerator of A as an illustration of the amount of work 
involved. 
The last line of the output shows that 
n0>0 for to ( -2 ,4 ]  but <0 for te(4,oo). (2.4) 
Thus 
t4 -< 4. (2.5) 
We will show in section 3 that equality actually holds in this case. Let us turn to the case 
n=5.  
The increase in dimension brings about a tremendous increase in the amount of 
computation, so that simplification must be sought. We first notice that the factor (t + 2) 
occurs to a large power in the expression for nO. This suggests using the variable s = t+2 
instead of simply t. Next, we eliminate the need to handle fractions by multiplying each 
row of the matrix in (1.4) by the common denominator f the fractions in each row. We 
change our notation here and let X(i,j] represent the denominator f the [i,]]th entry of 
the matrix in (t.4). A is the matrix of numerators esulting from clearing the fractions from 
the matrix in (1.4). The determinant of A is the numerator of A. The following is the 
modified program: 
1. with(l inalg,det):  
2. p:=array(l . .5):  
S. d:=array(i . .5):  
4. X:=array(i . .5,1..5):  
5. A:=array(l . .5,1..5):  
6. for i from I to 5 do d[i]:=i+(i- l)*c od: 
7. for i from I to 5 do for j from I to 5 do 
8. X[i,j] : =d [i] *d [i] + d[j]*d[j] + (s-2)*d[i]*d[j] 
9. od od: 
I0. for i from I to S do 
ii. p[i]:=l: 
12. 
13. 
for j from i tO 5 do p[i]:=p[i]*X[i,j] od; 
for  k from I to 5 do A[i,k] :=p[i]/X[i,k] od; 
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14. od: 
15. delta:=det(A): 
16. delta:=collect(delta,c); 
17. nO:=normal(delta/c**20): 
18. nO:=collect(nO,c): 
19. nO:=subs(c=O,nO): 
20. nO:=factor(nO); 
In the actual run of the program, we had some intermediate r sults displayed, just to see 
how they look. For instance, delta is a degree 40 polynomial in c, with coefficients being 
polynomials in s of degree up to 14, and the entire output spans four pages. The final result 
yields 
nO = 82944s 1~ 6)(s 3 -- 24s 2 + 214s-  596). (2.6) 
Dividing by 82944sl~ substituting s = t + 2, and equating the result to zero gives 
t 3 - 1St 2 + 130t-256 = 0. (2,7) 
The smallest positive root of this equation is the starting point for nO to turn negative and 
is thus an upper bound for t~. Using the MATLAB package, we find that this root is 
approximately 3.020485064170989. Although we do not know the actual error, we may say 
with much confidence that 
t5 < 3'02048507. (2.8) 
The amount of computation i volved in the above scheme when n = 6 is, needless to say, 
even more formidable. We are short of both time and memory storage because we have to 
deal with two variables, c and s. We notice that the final answer we are after is a 
polynomial in s. This polynomial can be reconstructed from known pairs of values by 
interpolation. We can thus specify different values of s before we ask for the value of the 
determinant. This greatly reduces the amount of work involved since the coefficients of c 
are no longer polynomials in s but simply constants. We adopt an interactive approach so 
that we can monitor the progress. Fortunately, our version of MAPLE supports 
interactive usage. The following section of the program is used to initialise the session. 
with(linalg,det): 
p:=array(l..S): 
d:=array(1..6): 
X:=array(l..6,1..6): 
A:=array(l..6,1..6): 
n:=array(l..8): 
for i from 1 to 4 do d[i]:=1+(i-l)*c od; 
8 d[5]:= I - c; 
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9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
d[6] : :  I - 2 .c ;  
for  i f rom I to 6 do for j ~rom I to 6 do 
X[ i , J ] : :d [ i ] *d[ i ]  + d[ j]*d[ J]  + (s-2)*d[i]*d[j]  
od od ; 
fo r  i f rom I to 6 do 
p[i] :=I: 
fo r  j f rom 1 to 6 do p [i] : =p [i] *X [i , j] od; 
fo r  k f rom 1 to 6 do A[ i ,k] :=p[ i ] /X[ i ,k]  od; 
od: 
Instead of letting d(5) and d(6) be 1+4c and 1+5c, respectively, we have made a 
different choice for them. Our reason is that smaller coefficients are involved, 1 -c  and 
1 -2c  instead of 1 +4c and 1 +5c, and we hope that the negative coefficients of c in d(5) 
and d(6) may introduce more cancellations during the subsequent computations, thus 
leading to smaller numbers in the results. Since we are interested in what happens as c ~ 0, 
these values will be positive. We enter our first choice of s from the keyboard: 
8: :1 ;  
We then enter the instructions: 
deIga:=det(A); 
n[s] :=subs(c=O,normal(delga/c**30)); 
After several minutes, the following answer is displayed: 
n[ l ] := 121899810816000 
We repeat he process with successive choices of s up to the value 8, and assemble the 
following array: 
~[1]  = ~2189981o816ooo 
n[2] :  12824?036263?926400 
I%[3] = 127439972626445107200 
n[4] 
n[S] 
n[6] 
n[7] 
n[8]  
i~ il ~ ~i ~ 
= 923378661099307008000 
= -145800000000000000000 
= 179707499645975396352000 
= 469S138464792107607654400 
= 108263795269360818180915200 
From our earlier experience, we know that n[s-I has a factor of a certain power of s. At 
this point we do not know the exact power involved, so we simply divide ach of the above 
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values of n[s] by successive powers of s until one of them contains no more factors of s. It 
turns out in this case to be s 15. We also factor out the common factor 4777574400 among 
the eight values of n[s], resulting in the following array: 
ni l ]  = 25515 
n[2] = 8192 
n[3] = 1859 
n[4] = Iao 
nE5] = - I  
hE6] = 80 
n[7] = 207 
n[8] -- 64~, 
Using a simple interpolation and then substituting s = t + 2, we find that 
nO = t 6 - 30t 5 + 395t 4 -  2762t 3+ 10594t z -  20864t + 16384. (2.9) 
After solving for its smallest positive root, which we find from MATLAB to be 
approximately 2.6212032999870443, we can say 
t6 < 2.62120330. (2.10) 
We really need only seven values of n[s] to obtain the polynomial, but we use one more 
as an additional check on our computation (for instance, to see if we might have divided 
by more powers of s than necessary). As a second check we notice that the polynomial in 
(2.9) contains the polynomial in (2.7) as a factor. This fact is the analog of the fact that 
t - -4  = s -6  is a factor of (2.6). Indeed, we conjecture that the numerator of A when n = 7 
contains as a factor the quotient of (2.9) by (2.7), namely, 
t 3 - 12t 2 + 49t -  64. (2.11) 
Because of time constraints, it is necessary to make further simplifications to obtain the 
bound for tT. We choose to simplify the entries of the matrix A before calculating its 
determinant. Before simplification, each entry of the matrix is a polynomial in c, most of 
which have degree 12. Our method is to add multiples of a row to the other rows, and to 
remove common factors of c from the rows. We then repeat he process on the columns. 
The linear algebra package of MAPLE has instructions addrow and aadcol to do this. The 
instruction 
addrow(A, i , j ,a )  
causes MAPLE to add a times row i of the matrix A to row j and leave all the other rows 
of A unchanged. The instruction actdcol works the same way on columns. 
Since each of the entries has a 1 as the constant term of the polynomial, subtracting row 
1 from each of the rows below it allows us to remove a factor of c from each entry in row 2 
through row 7. By choosing appropriate multiples of row 2 to add to the rows below it, the 
constant erms of the entries in rows 3 through 7 can be eliminated. Thus, we can factor 
another c from each of those rows. We continue to add multiples of a row to the rows 
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below it to eliminate the constant erms and remove factors of c from these rows. After 
adding a multiple of row 6 to row 7 and factoring out a c from row 7, we will have factored 
out c "("-1~/2. We repeat he process on the columns. Thus, we will have factored c"~"-1) 
from the matrix before calculating its determinant rather than after the calculation. After 
this simplification A(1, 1) is still a 12th degree polynomial, but the degree of the 
polynomials of the other entries decreases by 1 for every position moved to the right or 
down. The degree of A(i,j) is 12- - ( i+ j -2 ) ;  thus A(7, 7) is a constant. 
The value of the multiples of a given row to add to each of the rows below is determined 
by observation. After subtracting the first row from the others and factoring out the c, we 
print the matrix and determine on paper what multiples of row 2 to add to the rows below. 
We have MAPLE perform those row additions and the factoring and then print that 
result. From that we proceed to determine the multiples for the next row, and so on. 
Fortunately, the same multipliers work for all the values of s, so this time-consuming task 
needs to be done only once. 
For  the n = 7 case, we continue with the interpolation and incorporate he scheme 
discussed above into our program. The only other changes in the program are in the upper 
limits of loop counters and in declarations of the dimensions of the arrays, from 6 to 7 (for 
n from 8 to 11), and in the addition of the statements saying we will be using the addrow 
and addcol  instructions from the linear algebra package, d(7) is initialised to 1-3c.  The 
following lines are inserted after line 17 and before calculating the determinant in the 
modified version of the program on pp. 93 and 94: 
7 
8 
9 
io 
11 
12 
a:=l; 
for i f rom I to 7 do for j from I to 7 do 
A[i,j] : =col lect (normal(A [i, j] ), c) 
od od: 
for i f rom 2 to 7 do A:=addrow(A,1, i , -1)  od: 
for i f rom 2 to 7 do for j from I to 7 do A[ i , j ] :=normal(A[ i , j ] /c)  
od od: 
A : =addrow(A,2 ,3 , -2)  : 
A : =addrow (A,2,4,-3) : 
A :=addrow(A,2 ,5 ,1) :  
A; =addrow(A,2 ,6 ,2)  : 
A :=addrow(A,2 ,7 ,3) :  
for  i f rom 3 to 7 do for j f rom I to 7 do A[ i , j ] :=normal(A[ i , j ] /c)  
od od: 
13. A :=addrow(A,3 ,4 , -3) ;  
14. A :=addrow(A,3 ,5 , - l ) :  
15. A :=addrow(A,3 ,6 , -3) :  
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16.  A :=addrow(A ,3 ,7 , -6 ) :  
17 .  fo r  i f rom 4 to  7 do fo r  j f rom I to  7 do A[ i , j ] :=normal (A[ i , j ] / c )  
od od: 
18. A:=addrow(A,4,5,1): 
19,  A:=addrow(A,4,6,4): 
20. A:=addrow(A,4,7,10): 
21. for i from fi to 7 do ~or j from I go 7 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,j]/c) 
od od: 
22. A:=addrow(A,5,6,-5): 
23. A:=addrow(A0fi,7,-15): 
24. for i from 6 to 7 do for j from I to 7 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,j]/c) 
od od: 
25. A:=addrow(A,8,7,-6): 
26. for J from i to 7 do A[7,j];=normal(A[7,j]/c) od: 
27. for j from 2 to 7 do A:=addcol(A,l,j,-l) od: 
28. for j from 2 to 7 do for i from i to 7 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,j]/c) 
od od: 
29. A:=addcol(A,2,3,-2): 
30. A:=addcol(A,2,4,-3): 
BI. A:=addcol(A,2,5,1): 
32.  A :=addco l (A ,2 ,6 ,2 )  : 
33. A:=addcol(A ,2,7,3) : 
34. for j from 3 to 7 do for i from i to 7 do A[i,j] :=normal(A[i,j]/r 
od od: 
35. A:=addcol(A,3,4,-3): 
36. A:=addcol(A,3,5,-l): 
37. A:=addco1(A,3,6,-3): 
38. A:=addco1(A,3,7,-6): 
39. for j from 4 to 7 do for i from I to 7 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,J I/c) 
od od: 
40. A:=addcol(A04,5,1): 
41. A:=addcol(A,4,6,4): 
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42. A:=addcol(A,4,7,10): 
43. for j f rom S to 7 do for i from 1 to 7 do A[i,J]:=normal(A[i, j]/c) 
od od: 
44. A:=addcol(A,S,6,-5): 
46. A:=addcol(A,5,7,-15): 
46. for j from 6 to 7 do for i from I to 7 do A[i, j]:=normal(A[i, j]/c) 
od od: 
47. A:=addcol(A,6,7,-6): 
48. for  i from 1 to 7 do A[i,7]:=normal(A[i,7]/c) od: 
By running this program with values of s ~om 1 to 11, we construct the following array: 
n i l ]=  7166070542523432960000 
n[2]= 27231544;77021188283432960000 
n[3]= 1414190865913555289961922560000 
n[4.]= 1372489856~186788948502118400000 
n[5]= 147622500000000000000000000000000 
n[6]= 22601748628396050895578763100160000 
n[7]= 5067201922134;182194572517819023360000 
n[8]= 6133930022779314;05587444909064847360000 
n[9]= 38260770195341275077950767443109478400000 
n[10]=1283918464548864000000000000000000000000000 
n[11]=25779123589669531346010054851014541967360000 
We reduce these values by dividing by s 21 and then by the greatest common divisor of 
the remaining ~ctors, 2476694568960000, producing the ~llowing: 
ne l l  :=2893401 
n[2"] : =524288 
n[3]  :=54587 
n [4;'] : =1260 
n [S] : = 12s 
n [6]  : =416 
n [7]  : =3663 
n [8]  : =26852 
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n[9] :=14118,5 
n[lO] :=.518400 
n[113 :=1406531 
Once again, we interpolate a polynomial in s through these points, and then replace s 
with t + 2, giving: 
_ t9 + 44t 8 -  888t 7 + 10836t 6 -  86173t 5+ 453354t 4-1556006t 3 
+ 3334592t  - 4034560t +2097152. (2.12) 
As conjectured, (2.11) does divide this polynomial. The remaining factor (ignoring its 
sign) is 
t 6 -  32t 5 + 455t 4 -  3744t 3+ 16902t 2 - 37952t + 32768. (2.13) 
From MATLAB we find that the smallest positive root of the polynomial in (2.12), 
which is, in fact, a root of (2.13), is approximately 2.417716647579210. Therefore, 
t7 ~ 2.41771665. (2.14) 
When n = 8, we include one more idea to simplify the entries of the matrix. After adding 
multiples of rows and columns, we compute the content (the greatest common divisor of 
the coefficients) of each entry and divide the polynomials by their content. There is a 
MAPLE instruction that does this. Specifically, if A(i,j) is a polynomial in c, the 
instruction 
X[i ,j] : =content  (A[i, j] , c,B [i ,j] ) ; 
computes the 9cd of the coefficients of A(i, j) and assigns it to X(i, j). B(i, j) is assigned A(i,j) 
divided by its content. MAPLE does not allow assigning this quotient back to A(i,j). 
Once we have the matrix X, we compute the greatest common divisors of the rows and 
columns of this matrix and factor them out. Later, to obtain the correct value for the 
determinant of A, we will multiply the value of the determinant of B by the product of 
these gcds. After removing the gcds of the rows and columns of X, for any entry of X not 
equal to one, we multiply the corresponding entry in B by the value in X. Finally, we 
compute the determinant of B. 
The value of this process, in terms of time saved in computing the determinants, is 
dependent on the value of s. For some values of s, the factor removed is large enough to 
save several minutes in the computation of the determinant. For other values of s, it does 
not make much difference. 
Even with the addition of this scheme, the determinants of some of the 8 x 8 matrices 
require more than 20 minutes to compute. As s increases, o do the times for computation. 
Since the amount of time to run the program for - s  is comparable to that for s, we choose 
to use some negative values of s (as well as positive values), rather than larger s, to further 
cut down the time. MAPLE allows negative indices in arrays. 
For the 8 x 8 matrices the values of the row and column multipliers have to be 
recalculated. But, again, the same values work for all s. We once again modify the program 
on pp. 93 and 94 to handle the increased size of the matrices. This time the array d is 
initialised in the following way: d(i)= 1 +( i -1 )c  for i=  1 . . . . .  5 and d(i)= 1- ( i -5 )c  for 
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i=  6 . . . . .  8. The following code is inc luded affer l ine 17: 
1. B :=I ;  
2. for i from I to 8 do for j from 1 to 8 do 
3. All,j] :=collect(normal(A [i, j] ) jc) 
4. od od: 
5. for i from 2 to 8 do A:=addrow(A,l,i.-1) od: 
6. for i ~rom 2 to 8 do ~or j from I to 8 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,j]/c) 
od od: 
7 A:=addrowCA,2,3,-2): 
8 A:=addrow(A,2,4,-3): 
9 A:=addrow(A,2,S,-4): 
i0 A:=addrow(A,2,6,1): 
II A:=addrow(A,2,7,2): 
12 A:=addrow(A,2~8,3): 
13 for i from 3 to 8 do ~or j from I to 8 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,j]/c) 
od od: 
14. A:=addrow(A,304,-3): 
15. A:=addrow(A~3,5,-6): 
16, A:=addrow(A,3,S,-1): 
17. A:-addro,(A,3,7,-3): 
18. A:=addrow(A,3,8,-6): 
19. for i from 4 to 8 do for j from i r 8 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,j]/c) 
od od: 
20. A:=addrow(A,4,5,-%): 
21. A:=addrow(A,4,8,l): 
22. A:=addrow(A,4,7,4): 
23. A:=addrow(A,408,10): 
2~. ~or i from S to 8 do for j from 1 to 8 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,J ]/r 
od od: 
2S. A:=addrow(A,5,6,-i):  
26. A:=addrou~A,5,7,-5): 
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27. A:=addrow(A,5,8,-15): 
28. for i from 6 to 8 do for j from 1 to 8 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,j]/c) 
od od: 
29. A:=addrow(A,6,7,-6): 
30. A:=addrow(A,6,8,-21): 
31. for i from 7 to 8 do for j from i to 8 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,j]/c) 
od od: 
32. A:=addrow(A,7,8,-7): 
33, for j from I to 8 do A[8,j]:=normal(A[80j]/c) od: 
34. for j from 2 to 8 do A:=addcol(A,l,J,-1) od: 
35. for j ~rom 2 to 8 do for i from 1%o 8 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,j]/c) 
od od: 
3~ A:=addr 
37 A:=addcol(A,2,4,-3): 
38 A:=addcol(A,2,5,-%): 
39 A:=addcol(A,2,@,1): 
40 A:=addcol(A,2,7,2): 
41 A:=addcol(A,2,8,3): 
42. for J from 3 to 8 do for i from I to 8 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[i,J I/c) 
od od: 
43. A:=addcol(A,3,4,-3): 
44. A:=addcol(A,3,5,-6): 
~5. A::addcol(A,3,6,-1): 
46. A:=addcol(A~ 
47. A:=addcol{A,3,8~ 
48. for j from 4 to 8 do for i from I to 8 do A[i,j]:=normal(A[ i,j]/c) 
od od: 
49. A:=addcol{A,405,-4): 
50. A:=addcol(A04,6,1): 
51. A:=addeol(A,4,7,~): 
52. A:=addcol(A,4,8.10): 
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53. for j from 5 to 8 do for i from 1 to 8 do A[i,j] :=normal(A[i~162 
od od: 
54. A :=addcol(A,5,8,-1) : 
55. A:=addcol(k,5,7,-5): 
56. A : =addcol(A 05,8,-15) : 
67. for j from 6 to 8 do for i from I to 8 do A[i,j] :=normal(A[i~ 
od od: 
$8. A:=addcol(A,6,7,-6): 
59. A : =addcol(A,6,8,-21) : 
80. for j from 7 to 8 do for i from I to 8 do A[i,j] :=normal(A[i,j]/c) 
od od : 
61. A :=addcol(A,7,8,-7) : 
62. ~or i from I to 8 do A[i,8]:=normal(A[i,8]/r od: 
83. for i from I to 8 do for j Zrom I to 8 do 
64.  X[i,j]:=content(A[i~ 
65. od od: 
66, d~Ita:=~: 
67. for j from I to 8 do 
p[j] :=igcd(X[1 ,j] ,X [2,j] ,X [3,j] ,X[4,j] ,X[50j] ,X [6,j] ,X[7,j] ,X [8,j]) 
od: 
for j from I to 8 do 
if p[j]<>l then 
for i from I to 8 do X[i~ od: 
delta:=delta*p[j] : 
fi 
68 
69 
7O 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 od: 
76. for i from i to 8 do 
77. p[i]:: igcd(X[i, l],X[i,2],X[i,Z],X[i,%],X[i, 5] 0X[i06],X[i~ 
78. od: 
79. for i from I to 8 do 
80. if p[i]<>l then 
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81 
82 
83  
84  
85  
86  
87  
88  
89  
90  
for j from i to 8 do X[i0j]:=X[i,j]/p[i] od: 
delta:=delta*p[i]: 
fi 
od: 
for i from I to 8 do for j from i to 8 do 
ig X[i,j]<>l then B[i,j]:=B[i,J]*X[i,j] fi 
od od: 
nO:=det(B); 
nO:=subs(c=O,nO); 
n[s]:=delta*nO; 
We run the program with values of s from -7  to - 1 and 1 to 7 and assemble the 
following array: 
n[-7]:= 69908~2757014257035830710537751254756664~8538365067264000000 
n[-6]:= 3810984250124905978156719119377249006844274781716480000000 
n[ -5 ] := 8781159124278931162500000000000000000000000000000000000 
n[ -~] :  = 5922912310875231840{98491230320946393714262016000000 
n[ -3 ] := 591676618247154661579804122666483805323264000000 
n[ -2 ] := 1925339021727532241084379222899687424000000 
n[ -1 ] := 1695227832199582840~&7303680000000 
n[ t ] :  = 46339549950351497741991936000000 
n[2] := 1133321924829207204666583887642624000000 
n[3]:= 3903975193984755435377872816658448384000000 
n[4]:= 45695540009113634492156662349750599680000000 
n[5]:= 585913702500000000000000000000000000000000000 
n[6]: = 2571472289784781683713054686554333282041856000000 
n[7]:= 4028089952722349216148048324732850634577936384000000 
We reduce these values by dividing s 28 and then by the greatest common divisor of the 
remaining factors, 125824009525788672000000, producing the following: 
n[-7]:=12078719419637 
n[-6]:=4932176650240 
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n[ -5 ]  : =1873390033125 
n ['-4"1 : =853268963248 
nE-3]  :=205553915917 
n[-2] : =57003800832 
n[- i]  :=13473007565 
n[1]:=368288613 
n[23 : =33554432 
n[33 : = 1356277 
n[~] :=5040 
n[S] :=125 
n[6] :=3328 
n[7] :=60597 
The  polynomial we  obtain from interpolating and replacing s with t + 2 is 
tlz _ 56t I z + 1466t,o _ 23760t 9 + 263565t8 _ 2088408t 7 _ 12021152t 6 - 50324128t ~ 
+151346636t4-317834592ta  +441439232t2-363593728t+134217728.  (2.15) 
We find that this polynomial is, in fact, divisible by (2.13), and its other factor is 
t 6 - 24t s + 243t 4 -  1320t 3 + 4002t 2 - 6352t + 4096. (2.16) 
And we conjecture that the polynomial for n = 9 will be divisible by (2.16). The smallest 
positive root of the polynomial in (2.15) is also a root of (2.16). Using MATLAB, we see 
that its value is approximately 2.299724826222243. From this we conclude that 
t8 _< 2.29972483. (2.17) 
3. Determination of  t 4 
To obtain an upper bound, we have to make some particular choices for the ~i. On the 
other hand, to show that a particular value of t falls in the interval of validity of Theorem 
1, we have to consider all possible choices of the ~. Even though we may take at = 1, we 
still have three variables. Since t 4 < 4, we need only show that the value t = 4 belongs to 
(--2, t4], in other words, A > 0 for all choices of ~z, a3, and c~4, and for t = 4, to conclude 
that actually t4 = 4. We modify a REDUCE version of original program in section 2 
(pp. 89-90) by adding the variables a and b in the definition of d(3) and d(4). Since we 
can assume without loss of generality that d(4) > d(3) > d(2), we can take b > a > I. This 
time we need the whole expression for the numerator n, not just its lowest order terms. 
From experience we know that n has a certain factor determined by line 8 below. To 
shorten things, we ask that n be divided by this positive factor in the last step. For  our 
applications, REDUCE seems to be less powerful than MAPLE. REDUCE had trouble 
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on the 4 x 4 matrix, so we helped it out by working out the numerator of A in terms of the 
denominators of its elements. 
I. 
2. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 
92 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27. 
28 
fac tor  c; 
matr ix  x(4,4) ;  
array d(4); 
d(I):=I; 
d(2):=I+c; 
d(3)::i+c+a*c; 
d(4):=l+c+a*c+b*c; 
fac:=ce*14*(a+l)**2*a*a*b*b*(a+b+1)**2*(a+b)**2; 
for j:=1:4 do 
<< for k:=1:4 do 
x(j,k):=(d(j)*d(j)+d(k)*d(k)+4*d(j)*d(k)) >>; 
n:=(x(l.2)*X(l,3)*x(1,4)*x(2,1)*X(3,1)*X(4.1) 
*(X(2,3)*x(R,4)*x(3,2)*x(4,2)*(x(3,4)*x(4,3)-X(3,3)*X(4,4)) 
+ x(2,4),x(2,2),x(3,a),x(4,3),(x(S,2)*x(4,4)-x(3,4),x(4,2)) 
+ x(2,2)*x(2,3)*x(3,4)*x(4,4)*(x(3,3)*X(4,2)-x(3,2)*x(4,3))) 
- x(l,3)*x(l,4)*x(1,1)*x(2,2)*x(3,2)*x(4,2) 
*(x(2.4)*x(2,1)*x(3,3)*x(4.3)*(x(3,1)*x(4o4)-x(3,4)*X(4ol)) 
+ x(2,1)*x(2,3)*x(3,4)*x(4,4)*(x(3,3)*x(4,1)-x(3,1)*x(4,3)) 
+ x(2,3)*x(2,4)*x(3,1)*x(4,1)*(x(3,4)*x(4,3)-x(3,B)*x(4,4))) 
+ x(1,4)*x(l,1)*x(1,2)*x(2,3)*x(3,3)*x(4,3) 
*(x(2.1)*x(2,2)*x(3,4)*x(4,4)*(x(3,2)*x(4,1)-x(3,1)*x(4,2)) 
+ X(2 ,2 )*x (2 ,4 )*x (3 ,1 )*x (4 ,1 )* (x (3 ,4 )*x (4 ,2 ) -x (3 ,2 )*x (4 ,4 ) )  
+ x(2,4)*x(2,1)*x(3,2)*x(4,2)*(x(3,1)'x(4,~)-x(3,4)*x(4,1))) 
- x( l ,1 )*x (1 ,2 )*x ( l ,3 )*x (2 ,4 )*x (3 ,4 )*x (4 ,4 )  
*(x(2.2)*x(2,3)*x(3,1)*x(4,1)*(x(3,3)*x(4,2)-x(3,2)*X(4,3)) 
+ x(2 ,3 )*x (2 ,1 )*x (3 ,2 )*x (4 ,2 )* (x (3 ,1 )*X(4 ,3 ) -x (3 ,3 )*X(4 , I ) )  
+ x(2,1)*X(2,2)*X(3,3)*x(4,3)*(x(3,2)*x(4,1)-x(3,1)#X(4,2))); 
nl := n/(fac); 
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The first instruction demands that polynomials be arranged in descending powers of c. 
Like powers of c are thus grouped together, with the power of c and any common multiple 
factored outside of a pair of parentheses. The program takes too long to work, so we have 
to employ the interpolation techniques we already used in the last section. Instead of 
asking the computer to work out nl for general b, we supply various values to be 
substituted into b before running the second part of the program, beginning with line 12. 
The output for nl is then a polynomial in e with coefficients being polynomials in a. As an 
illustration, when b = 3: 
10 10 9 8 7 6 
nl := 3 .c  *(4*a + 180.a + 3003.a + 28480.a + 140754.a + 477480 
5 4 3 2 
*a  + 1053475"a  + 1497180.a .  + 1313556*a .  + 643680.a  + 
9 10 9 8 7 
134208) + 24.c  *(6*a + 296*a + 5387.a + 51988.a + 
6 5 4 3 
302506.a  + 1124558.a  + 2724532.a  + 4264245.a  + 4133685*  
2 8 10 9 8 
a + 2243214.a  + 518184)  + 24*c  * (6*a  + 670.a  + 13799.a  
7 6 5 4 
+ 159836.a + 1069182.a + 4473566.a + 12088406.a + 
3 2 7 
21078428.a  + 22837923"a  + 13912110.a  + 3614814)  + 288' ,c  * (  
9 8 7 6 5 
25.a + 1027.a + 15966.a + 131138.a + 645155.a + 2005185 
4 3 2 
*a + 3982462.a  + 4905538.a  + 3404073.a  + 1009275) + 144. 
6 8 7 6 5 4, 
c * (577 'a  + 16072.a  + 183622*a .  + 1140832.a .  + 4267947.a .  + 
3 2 5 
9952880*a  + 14242982.a  + 11462976.a .  + 3945393)  + 6912.c  * 
7 6 5 4 3 2 
(57 ,a  + 123B*~ + 11005.a + E3113*a + ISIBS3,a + 259397,a 
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4: 6 .5 4: 
9 247673.a.  + 101103)  + 6912,c  * (145 '8 .  + 2496,a  9 17503,a  
3 2 3 
+ 65106.a  + 138279.a  + 161278.a  9 80273) + 82944.c  * (18 .  
/5 4 3 2 2 
9 243.a + 1310*a 9 3646,a + 5399.a + 3402) 9 20738,c * 
3 2 3 
(83 .a  9 639"a  + 2545,a  + 5041.a  9 42f i l )  + 12~,416.c* (5 .a  + 
2 2 
3fi*a + g9*~ + 123) + 1244:t6*(zt 9 ~,*~ 9 g) 
In general, each coefficient should be a polynomial in b, which can be determined by 
interpolation. Our assertion will be proved if every term in the entire expression of n is 
non-negative for b > a > 1. 
We start with the power c t~ the coefficient of which consists of 11 terms. The first term 
is always 12a 1~ so that it is non-negative. The second term, which contains a 9, after 
cancelling some positive common factor, takes the following values: 
b = 1 420 
b = 2 480 
b = 3 540 
Therefore, the general form of the coefficient is 
60b + 360, 
which is non-negative. As an additional check, we always keep one more value than is 
needed to do the interpolation. The next term, pertaining to a 8, again after cancelling some 
positive common factor (a fact we will not mention explicitly in the sequel), takes the 
values 
b = 1 4801 
b = 2 6784 
b = 3 9009 
b = 4 11476 
leading to the positive polynomial 
3 lb 2 + 1980b + 2790. 
In our work, we did not really find out the required polynomial for all the other terms. 
instead, we formed a difference table and used Newton's backward difference formula to 
deduce the positivity of the polynomial. As an example, the next term, for a 7, gives the 
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following table: 
744 
5072 
10200 744 
18272 5816 
15272 744 
b = 1 28472 6560 
21832 744 
b = 2 50304 7304 
29136 744 
b = 3 79440 8048 
37184 744 
b = 4 116624 8792 
b = 5 162600 
45976 
The second column starting with 28472 gives the coefficients collected from the various 
runs of the REDUCE program. We first construct he lower triangle below the numbers 
28472, 21832, 7304, and 744 by taking successive differences of the previous column. The 
fact that the two numbers in the last column are identical is used as a check for accuracy 
(typos might have been introduced when entering the first column). An additional check is 
provided by verifying that this last number, 744, is a multiple of 3 ! (or perhaps missing by 
a small factor, because of possible overcancelling of the common factor among the 
numbers from which the first column is derived). The rest of the table is then constructed 
by backward adding after filling up the last column by the constant 744. According to 
Newton's formula, the polynomial sought can be determined from the first number of each 
column as follows: 
18272 + 10200b + 5072b(b + 1) + 744b(b + 1)(b + 2) 
2! 3! 
It is obvious that the polynomial is non-negative if the first number of each column is so. 
Hence, we can infer the non-negativity of the polynomial from that of the first number of 
each column without having to know the exact form of the polynomial. Of course, if some 
of the first numbers happen to be negative, the corresponding polynomial may still be non- 
negative. In fact, that turns out to be the case for the last two terms of the coefficients of 
c 1~ c 9, c 8 and the last term of the coefficients of c 7 and c 6. In such cases, the actual 
polynomials have been worked out using Newton's formula, and their non-negativity has 
been confirmed. We give the detailed computation for one of these cases (the coefficients of 
the term a in c I~ below. 
25920 
70560 
--28800 25920 
8640 96480 
6912 67680 25920 
6912 76320 122400 
6912 83232 190080 25920 
90144 266400 148320 
b = 1 97056 349632 338400 25920 
439776 604800 174240 
b = 2 536832 954432 512640 25920 
1394208 1117440 200160 
b = 3 1931040 2071872 712800 25920 
3466080 1830240 226080 
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b = 4 5397120 3902112 
7368192 
b = 5 12765312 6671232 
14039424 
b = 6 26804736 10631232 
24670656 
b = 7 51475392 16060032 
40730688 
b = 8 92206080 
938880 25920 
2769120 252000 
1190880 25920 
3960000 277920 
1468800 
5428800 
The occurrence of the negative number -28800 does not allow us to conclude the 
posit ivity of the term at once. We use the Newton formula to obtain the polynomial 
6912 +6912b+3456b(b+ 1)+ 1440b(b+ 1) (b+2) -  1200b(b+ 1)(b+2)(b+3) 
+ 588b(b + 1)(b + 2)(b + 3)(b + 4) + 36b(b + 1)(b + 2)(b + 3)(b + 4)(b + 5), 
which obviously has only positive coefficients after expansion. 
The construction of difference tables of the preceding form was automated with a simple 
BASIC program on an Apple II + personal computer. 
We record only the first columns used in each table, along with the powers of a, of which 
they are coefficients. 
For  coefficients of c 1~ (coefficients of a 1~ are constant) 
a 9 a 8 a 7 a 6 a 5 
420 4801 28472 102578 240260 
480 6784 50304 225820 653184 
540 9009 79440 422262 1432440 
11476 116624 711572 2745944 
162600 1115002 4796316 
1655388 7822800 
12103184 
a 4 a 3 a 2 a I cts  
375041 387920 255520 97056 16176 
1244440 1549728 1210656 536832 102816 
3160425 4491540 3940668 1931040 402624 
6808076 10717760 10254112 5397120 1192800 
13103665 22421400 22968480 12765312 2944944 
23227176 42634080 46188000 26804736 6392736 
38655545 75386108 85608076 51475392 12608256 
61196620 125876640 148846368 92206080 23086944 
For  coefficients of c 9 (coefficients of a 1~ are constant) 
Q9 ~8 a 7 a6  a5 
235 3058 20528 83074 217028 
265 4162 34230 169962 542517 
295 5387 51988 320506 1124558 
6733 74174 491632 2068217 
101160 749058 3497928 
1087294 5558453 
8415842 
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a 4 a 3 a z a l ets 
375604 428577 310106 128920 23440 
1138902 1561660 1343008 655392 138024 
2724532 4264245 4133685 2243214 518184 
5616549 9746868 10343240 6063856 1494280 
10450140 19725865 22496560 13998888 3620232 
18019984 36522852 44203656 28854720 7749000 
29308972 63169965 80400443 54600742 15117424 
4502287 103520860 137608960 96630864 27440424 
For  coeff icients o f  c a (coefficients of a 1~ are constant)  
a 9 a s a 7 a 6 a 5 
1020 17990 146008 680564 1999492 
1080 22673 224340 1280478 4593240 
1140 27598 319672 2138364 8947132 
32765 432748 3300098 15660172 
564312 4813140 25414452 
6726534 38977072 
57202060 
a 4 a 3 a 2 a 1 cts 
3845048 4846840 3864670 1768640 353728 
10721577 16291548 15538340 8428416 1975944 
24176812 42152856 45675846 27824220 7229628 
47613893 92532928 110584000 73401440 20512312 
85307160 181305144 234437342 166371960 49108800 
142485073 326748900 451100340 337908960 104121288 
225413852 552211768 806081350 631550516 201503884 
341481837 886799016 1358618336 1105812000 363201528 
For  coeff ic ients o f  c 7 (coefficients of a 9 are constant)  
a s a 7 a 6 a 5 a 4 
1604 17668 100928 346342 758468 
1829 24396 170712 717132 1914165 
2054 31932 262276 1290310 4010370 
40276 377804 2116828 7447433 
519480 3251670 12702960 
4753852 20336013 
30991310 
a 3 a 2 a 1 cts 
1074220 955904 486738 108164 
3287442 3528822 2154332 569072 
7964924 9811076 6808146 2018550 
16616854 22793276 17421744 5612720 
31228764 46764408 38579330 13237640 
54322970 87571274 76891548 27730704 
89021452 152891612 141443682 53123642 
139110174 252520896 244276256 94907120 
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For coefficients of c 6 (coefficients of a s are constant) 
a 7 a 6 a 5 a 4 
11456 90418 386444 1000651 
13764 133374 702540 2236497 
16072 183622 1140832 4267947 
241162 1718480 7342021 
2452644 11733027 
17742561 
a 3 a 2 a cts 
1630076 1645294 944516 236129 
4461300 5493918 3834036 1158010 
9952880 14242982 11462976 3945393 
19438760 31352602 28165640 10668962 
34569540 615585188 60408108 24632689 
57336476 111072254 117269916 50717754 
90095480 187787038 210953096 95753825 
301489482 357318576 168917698 
For coefficients of c s (coefficients of a 7 are constant) 
a 6 a 5 a 4 a 3 a 2 a cts 
3336 19992 
4134 30906 
4932 44020 
59334 
65016 126000 147336 96936 27696 
125277 301638 437034 355590 125103 
212452 606612 1037588 990692 404412 
331071 1087746 2128284 2305050 1052013 
485664 1798200 3938448 4729056 2355672 
2797470 6752246 8843846 4729491 
10913484 15405180 8740308 
25368042 15135537 
For coefficients of c 4 (coefficients of a 6 a re  constant) 
a 5 a 4 a 3 a 2 a ets 
13008 
16488 
19968 
59440 144656 201808 155376 51792 
95614 294780 520186 506280 212597 
140024 520848 1106232 1290208 642184 
192670 837476 2070790 2792268 1583925 
1259280 3542128 5389008 3395312 
5665938 9558976 6570877 
15893280 11765832 
19820429 
For coefficients of c 3 (coefficients of a 5 are constant) 
s ~13 a 2 o cts 
1224 4144 7216 6680 2672 
1584 6952 15724 18942 9819 
1944 10480 29168 43192 27216 
14728 48628 85094 62489 
75184 151320 126000 
249550 231207 
395024 
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For coeff• of e 2 (coefficients of a 4 are constant) 
a 3 a 2 a cts 
774 1828 2108 1054 
1026 3247 5070 3411 
1278 5090 10082 8502 
7357 17660 17791 
28320 33030 
56259 
For coefficients of c and the constant erm 
a 2 a cts a ets 
60 40 8 
118 112 12 
198 246 16 
30O 460 
772 
40 
55 
70 
8 
19 
36 
59 
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